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Bilateral level
Council of Europe (hereafter: CoE)
• 1957 European Convention on Extradition + Additional Protocols
• 1977 European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism
Schengen | 1990 Schengen Implementing Convention (SIC)
• Articles 59-66: minor improvements (Justice ministries, simplified procedure) 
• SIS alert under Article 95: effect of request for provisional arrest
EC/EU
• 1989 Agreement between EC Member States on the simplification and
modernization of methods of transmitting extradition requests (telefax)
• 1995 Convention on simplified extradition procedure
• 1996 Convention relating to extradition
• 2002 European Arrest Warrant (EAW) Framework Decision
Extradit ion | Co-operation levels
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supplementing
• 1957 CoE Convention on Extradition
• 1977 CoE Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism
• SIC
new developments (first two issues below: triggered by Moreno-Garcia case)
• extraditable offences (changes in thresholds; in particular in requested sate)
• terrorism & related conspiracy/association to commit offences
• abolishment dual criminality & political offence exception
• fiscal offences - amnesty: SIC improved
• prescription requested state: refusal ground only in case of jurisdiction
• transmission by telefax allowed: EPC acquis incorporated
• dual reduction refusal ground for own nationals
• sentence execution purpose: aut dedere aut exequi principle (extradite or enforce)
• prosecution purpose: possibility to make extradition conditional on garanty of re-
surrender in view of serving possible sentence
1996 Convention relating to extradit ion
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Context
• 9/11
• Commission proposal for FD tabled 19 September 2001
• aimed at replacing extradition with system of simple surrender on the 
basis of mutual recognition of ‘European’ arrest warrant
• political agreement (‘frozen’) in between JHA Council 6-7 December and 
Laeken Summit 14-15 December 2001
• formal adoption June 2002
to what extent anti-terrorism-triggered? JHA acquis unsatisfactory?
key characteristics and content
2002 Europan Arrest Warrant (EAW)
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traditional terrorism-related gaps in extradition law
• political offence exception
• refusal  political(ly) (inspired) offence (e.g. terrorism)
• official rationale: neutrality, i.e. non-interference
• unofficial message: extradition requested on political grounds
• CoE 1977 Convention Suppression Terrorism
• 1996 EU Extradition Convention
• exception not be invoked for (criminal organisation or association to commit 
offences aimed at) terrorism
• requirement of double criminality
• abolished for terrorism in 1996 EU Extradition Convention
already resolved in JHA acquis
why so much presented as an anti-terrorism instrument?
• 9/11 created momentum for pre-existing internal agenda of some MS 
(Spain and others) & European Commission (Corpus Iuris)
Anti-terrorism-triggered? | JHA acquis unsatisfactory?
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• political offence exception generally abolished
• not only for terrorism+ (as in 1996 EU extradition Convention)
• also: formal abolishment non-discrimination exception, thereby cutting the
conceptual link between asylum & extradition law
• asylum: likely prosecution on discriminatory (inter alia political) grounds
• non-discrimination clause/exception in extradition law: refusal in case of 
likeliness of prosecution on discriminatory (inter alia political) grounds
• rationale: coherence with 1951 Geneva Convention
• development
• Protocol to TEU on asylum for EU nationals
• unilateral Belgian counter-declaration
• 1999 Tampere European Council: long-term option (2010)
• Spanish bilateral initiatives
• draft FD EAW
Internal agenda EU: polit ical offence & asylum
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• threshold for surrender: maximum of at least 12/4 months in ‘issuing’ MS
• abolishment double criminality for 32 offences (as defined by the law of 
the issuing MS) with maximum penalty of at least 3 years in issuing MS
• illogical rationale: punishable throughout EU
• why then approximation EU ‘core crimes’?
• possibility Council to adds offences to list + optional refusal
• EAW also applicable for offences not-listed in case of double criminality: 
extradition abolished
• back in history: enumeration instead of seriousness offences
Scope of application | double criminality
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complete abolishment: political offence, non-discrimination rule
new exception based on priviliges/immunity (‘Berlusconi’)
mandatory grounds for non-execution
• amnesty, ne bis MS, age
optional grounds for non-execution
• lack dual criminality, statutory limiations, ne bis+ MS, ne bis 3rd state, 
extraterritoriality
• unless guarantees: in absentia, life sentence
own nationals/residents (acquis 1996 extradition Convention)
• ‘surrender for purpose execution sentence’ or enforce principle
• surrender for purpose prosecution may be subjected to garanty of re-
surrender in view of serving sentence
Grounds for non-execution
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• no ministerial intervention required any more
• transmission/reception through central authority(ies) only possible if 
organisation administration of justice requires so
• most direct means of transmission allowed
• only trace ‘in writing’ required
• SIS alert (ordered by competent judicial authority)
• legal effect not only of request for provisional arrest, but of EAW! 
• 3-in-1 effect: abolition 2 stages (international arrest warrant/Interpol red 
notice + provisional arrest)
Surrender: directly between judicial authorit ies
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for decision on request
• in case of consent: 10 days (after consent) 
• in other cases: 60 days (after arrest) + 30
• ministry not involved anymore
• virtually nothing left to decide
• added value primarily in reduction deadline
for surrender
• 10 days (after decision to execute EAW)
Shortened deadlines
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formal amendments
• minimum guarantees for application to in absentia judgments
• guaranteed assistance by a lawyer
• lex mitior possibility in case of ‘extradite or enforce’
remaining issues
• proportionality
• minimum threshold perceived insufficiently by some (including EC, Eurojust etc)
• soft expectation that the issuing MS explores alternatives to issuing an EAW, such as:
• having recourse to less coercive legal instruments
• videoconferencing for suspects
• subpoenas or invitations for hearing/interrogation
• use of SIS for identifying suspects’ residence
• use of the 2005 FD on mutual recognition of financial penalties
• CJEU
• Advocaten voor de Wereld v Council (2006) | FD appropriate legal basis?
• Stefano Melloni v Ministerio Fiscal (2013) | in absentia guarantees
• Aranyosi & Căldăraru v Generalstaatsanwaltschaft Bremen (2016) | non-refoulement
• Polotorak – Öczelik – Kovalkovas (alle drie: 2016) | competent ‘judicial’ authority
Amendments | Remaining challenges
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